
Adobe Connect Chat transcript 

Safeguards and Trust Subteam Meeting #16 – 9 August 2016   

Brenda Brewer:  Good day all and welcome to the Safeguards & Trust Subteam Meeting #16 on 9 August 

2016 @ 13:00 UTC! 

  Gaongalelwe:  hello All, 

  Gaongalelwe:  hello Laureen,  

  Carlos:  Its morning in America 

  Carlos:  please mic rights for everybody 

  Gaongalelwe:  it's Afternoon here in Botswana 

  Alice Jansen:  Carlos and Gao, I have activated your microphones 

  Carlos:  Thanks for the mic 

  Carlos:  Thanks Alice 

  Gaongalelwe:  thanks Alice 

  Carlos:  Wicky? 

  Carlos:  ;) 

  Alice Jansen:  We are displaying the comments Carlos inserted on metrics 

  Jonathan Zuck:  that seems really high measure of "trust" metrics 

  Eleeza Agopian:  All the data we are collecting is available here:    

https://www.icann.org/resources/reviews/cct/metrics 

  Alice Jansen:  Link to the spreadsheet Eleeza is referring to can be found onthe wiki at 

https://community.icann.org/display/CCT/Background+Materials  

  Eleeza Agopian:  Thank you, Alice. :) 

  Alice Jansen:  https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/13UUX-w5Fh-R3TG9tXZFvF0mTXXj-

2oa7dJpFgn0zhTA/edit#gid=0 

  Alice Jansen:  Link to the spreadsheet 

  Carlos:  @Alice, can you repeat the link to the specific indiviauld resoources for the single Dicsussion 

paper Topics you shiowed a few minutes ago pelase? can we put thos links into the Google Doc under 

each line? thank you veyr much 

  Carlos:  sorru for the typos 

  Fabro Steibel:  Sorry all, running late from another meeting 

  Fabro Steibel:  Welcome!  

https://www.icann.org/resources/reviews/cct/metrics
https://community.icann.org/display/CCT/Background+Materials


  Eleeza Agopian:  The spreadsheet with resources mapped to research questions that I was referring to 

is found here:   https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1e7ubkhsST2nigbsLkbHD-

6RLVI5hkM9iOA2o0788u08/edit#gid=1951443254  

  Fabro Steibel:  Ok by me 

  Jonathan Zuck:  I'm back. sorry. 

  Carlos:  I agree 

  Jonathan Zuck:  agree 

  Carlos:  I´m not very good at initial draft 

  Fabro Steibel:  It ws helpful for me to look at what carlos did too 

  Carlos:  yes please JZ!!! 

  Margie Milam:  echo 

  Alice Jansen 2:  Jonathan - can you mute when not speaking - we are getting echo from your line  

  Gaongalelwe:  i have lost the call? 

  Alice Jansen 2:  Hi Gao, try rejoining the Adobe Connect? 

  Gaongalelwe:  thank Alice. I am back on.  

  Carlos:  thank you Jonathan, thats the way I see it 

  Carlos:  but is see more overlap further down the list 

  Carlos:  very helpful indeed 

  Jonathan Zuck:  exactly 

  Brian Aitchison:  Also bear in mind the difference between hypotheses and research questions 

  Jonathan Zuck:  I"m agnostic on that as long as we get granular enough to use the data for findings and 

recommendations 

  Margie Milam:  dcho 

  Margie Milam:  echo 

  Brian Aitchison:  hypothesis = educated guess at a relationship between two phenomena eg the new 

gtld program had an effect on consumer trust  

  Jonathan Zuck:  yes Brian and that's the primary means of communication at ICANN 

  Brian Aitchison:  old hand 

  Jonathan Zuck:  I think that structure can still lead to a consistent draft which was the whole objetive 

  Alice Jansen 2:  @ Jonathan - can you mute? We are getting echo from your line  

  Fabro Steibel:  Agreed 

  Carlos:  Agreed Lauren 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1e7ubkhsST2nigbsLkbHD-6RLVI5hkM9iOA2o0788u08/edit#gid=1951443254
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1e7ubkhsST2nigbsLkbHD-6RLVI5hkM9iOA2o0788u08/edit#gid=1951443254


  Carlos:  we are still on track I would say 

  Carlos:  sorry for the late start 

  Fabro Steibel:  Thank you Laureen 

  Brian Aitchison:  Thank you everyone 

  Gaongalelwe:  thank you everyone. au revoir  

  Fabro Steibel:  bye all 

  Fabro Steibel:  Enjoy the olympics 

 


